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Shaker History
In the George Arents Research LibrarJ'
by Sandra G. Brown

The Oneida Community and Shaker collections in the
George Arents Research Library complement each other as
opportunities for research in socio-religious utopianism. The
Shakers differ from the Oneida Communists in that the former
are a celibate sect. They are similar, however, as examples of 19th
century experiments in communal living and industry.
A II titles mentioned below are in the Shaker Collection in
the Rare Book Department of the Library.
On August 6, 1744, Ann Lee, the founder of the United Society of
Believers in Christ's Second Appearing, and seven of her followers arrived
with the ship Mariah at the port of New York. They had come from England
where they had been the objects of scorn and persecution. Visions had
directed them to America, promising the establishment of a shining millenial
church in the new land. Approximately three hundred primary and secondary
sources in the Shaker Collection at Syracuse show the visions coming true in
the 1850's when there were some six thousand members in eighteen Shaker
communities. However, they also show the Society's subsequent decline to a
present-day membership of a number only slightly above the original eight.
Shaker doctrine· is based on certain fundamental beliefs: that God is
both Father and Mother in nature and that Christ has appeared on earth
twice, first in male form as Jesus of Nazareth and second in female form as
Mother Ann Lee. The Shakers were convinced of the virtue of leading a
celibate life that included not only a strict separation of the sexes but also
sexual equality. In addition, they believed in the holding of all property in
common, in divine inspiration, and in spiritual phenomena.
These basic tenets are discussed in The Testimony of Christ's Second
Appearing . .. by Elder Benjamin S. Youngs, a work that has been called the
Shaker Bible. The more than six hundred page volume is the first and most
authoritative Shaker theological work. First published in 1808, it was issued

Mrs. Brown is a Rare Book bibliographer in the George Arents Research
Library.
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in four editions between that date and 1856. The Arents Library holds two
editions: the second, edited by Youngs and Seth Y. Wells, 1810, and the
fourth, rewritten by Youngs and Calvin Green, 1856.
Two early accounts of the Shakers were written by members of the
outside world who had at one time been Shakers themselves. The older of the
works is An Account of the People Called Shakers. .. by Thomas Brown,
printed in Troy, N. Y. in 1812. The other volume was written by William J.
Haskett, is entitled Shakerism Unmasked, or The History of the Shakers . .. ,
and was published by the author in 1828. While these works were written by
men prejudiced against the sect, they do describe in detail their impressions
of Shaker beliefs, government, manner of life and religious ceremonies.
In spite of the fact that the Shakers felt that all their activities were
methods of worshipping God, they established formal religious meetings. At
these services the members of the community rejoiced by dancing and
singing. The first mode of Shaker worship to be formalized was the square
order shuffle which was developed as early as 1785. While ·performing this
dance, the brothers and sisters shook their hands as a symbolic gesture of
shaking sin and evil out of their bodies; hence the name Shakers.
Music was described in the preface of the first Shaker hymnal as "a gift
in which Believers can best unite their feelings of joy and thanksgiving for the
gospel-in which they can lift up their voices together in praise to God."! The
1813 hymnal is only one of the Shaker musical works in the collection, the
latest of which is a 1961 reprint of the 1908 Shaker Hymnal by the
Canterbury (N. H.) Sh,akers.
By 1800 the Shakers numbered approximately one thousand members
in eleven northeastern communities. It was then that they began thirty years
of active and successful missionary work. An 1805 mission into Ohio and
Kentucky became the subject of the first substantial Shaker publication.
Entitled The Kentucky Revival ... , the work was written by Richard
McNemar, a newly converted member of the sect. It was first published in
1807 and is represented at Syracuse by the first and second reprints, both of
which are dated 1808, and by an 1846 printing.
The new Shaker communities in the west often were the victims of
religious prejudice and even violence. Elder Benjamin S. Youngs discussed an
incident that occurred on August 27, 1810 at the Union Village, Ohio
community in a short pamphlet, Transactions of the Ohio Mob, Called in the
Public Papers "An Expedition against the Shakers. " In it he tells of a large
mob that gathered at the community to demand that the members release
certain children and renounce certain beliefs. The mob dispersed only after
the community buildings had been searched and no evidence of forced labor
by unwilling converts had been found.
1
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1. There are two states of the human mind, that are
very distinct, one from the other, and can easily be un.
dentood, b)' any olle of common sense ;' and these are,
SerwU81Iess, and its opposite, whi tm
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. 2. It is by seriousness, and that alone, that any good
can be gained, or ally virtuous principle be plunted or
supported in the mind of anyone, of whatever age.
3. Take a child, for instance, of eight or ten years of
age, whose ways you can comprehend better than you
can those of much riper age and experience than your.
selves. Suppose one of you was set to teach this
child, and lead him in all respects, ill the way he should
go, and instruct him in all points in that which would
be for his future welfare, and his greatest gain; and
",hat cou!d you do with him, what would he learn, or
what good could he possibly gllin, if he were void of
seriousness, or if he would give no serious attention'to
any of your instructions?
4. And, as it is with children, so it is with youth,
and also with riper y~ars ; .nothing good can begllined,
~ C but by the eurcise of a serious, reflecting mind. 'But
,.,' the spi~~ of .1NIIti6y is ..ever· at war. with' all .erious
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reflection.
bewitching and destructive
evil, is opposed to all good.
•
5. And do you, 0 lovely youth, indulge in~;·t:.. ! •.
freely and carelessly, without thinking how you con·
.
duct yonrsel ves? If you du, Ihen we say, 0 beware,
and turn from it, before it be too late; or, like. the con.
firmed dru~kard, you will waste your whole substance,
and ruin your honor and happiness, and bring much dis·
tress on all with whom you are connected.
;j ',,6. ~,when indulged, is one of the most danger. ~
ous evils that can beset rational creatures. It is true,
.
there are passions and propensities, more directly sinful,
which, being more apparent, are shunned on the ac·
count; but ~y is more secret, and works out of ~
sight. While unserious minds do not consider that
there can be much harm, if any, in being a little light
and vain, and thus they are led from one degree to
another into that which IS really wrong.
/ . • r7. ~ is a fruitftd soil for every evil plant; but ~
no good plant can grow there, no virtuous principle can I.
• ;rpossibly take root therein. ~x.leads directly into ~"")..
the by and foruidlien paths of every sin. It releases
all feelings of restraint against the passions of human
nature; it raises the sense above that low and humble
state of mind, so indispensable to make one upright and
virtuous.
8. Under the influence of this spirit, no one can reo
ceive /ldmonition, warning, or instruction; and wi thout
thele, how is it possible for anyone to grow into the
principles of virtue and goodne~? No serious fee ling
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From A Juvenile Guide, or Manual of Good Manners. Consisting of Counsels, Instructions & Rules of Deportment,
for the Young. By Lovers of Youth. Printed in the United Society, Canterbury, N. H. 1844.

In winning over converts, the Shakers needed basic works which
explained their beliefs. One of the books published for the purpose was Elder
Harvey L. Eads' Shaker Sermons: Scripto-Rational. There are four editions of
this work in the Shaker Collection, including the first which is dated 1879.
The most interesting of them is the copy of the second edition because after
its publication the Mount Lebanon, N. Y. Shaker ministry ordered all copies
of the edition burned for reasons that have not been identified. The second
edition copy also is a signed presentation copy from Eads to Adlai E.
Stevenson dated February 2, 1886. Another general work designed to aid in
the presentation of Shaker beliefs was compiled by Carl Julius Preter and
published by the Union Village, Ohio community in 1888. One of two tracts
published by the sect in German, the title is Eine Furze Beschreibung des
Glaubens und Praktischen Lebens der Verein. Gesellschaft Glaubiger in
Christi Zweiter Erscheinung, Gewohnlich Genannt "Shakers. "
The Shakers welcomed visitors into their communities and to their
worship services. Of the many that came some decided to remain as members
of the Society. Of the others, a number including Edward S. Abdy, Charles
Dickens and James Fenimore Cooper wrote their impressions of the sect in
travel diaries which were published later.
Edward S. Abdy, a British traveler in America, tells in his Journal of his
1833 trip to the Watervliet, N. Y. community. Throughout the account Abdy
seems to be impressed by the intelligence, wit and industry of the Shakers. 2
He discussed the fact that from what he understood, the formerly grotesque
Shaker religious dancing was becoming less spectacular. He then concluded
that "visitors will content themselves with the picture of a happy and
harmless community, usefully employed and exempt from most of the cares
and follies of civilized society.,,3
Charles Dickens' opinion of the Shakers differs greatly from Abdy's. In
his American Notes, Dickens describes the Shakers he met at the New
Lebanon, N. Y. community in 1842 as grim and cold. 4 He said he detested
the sect's "bad spirit ... which would strip life of its healthful graces, rob
youth of its innocent pleasures, pluck from maturity and age their pleasant
ornaments, and make existence but a narrow path towards the grave.,,5 His
narrative concluded by stating that he left the Shaker village "with a hearty
dislike of the old Shakers, and a hearty pity for the young ones.,,6

Edward S. Abdy, Journal ofResidence and Tour in the United States ofA merica, from
April, 1833, to October, 1834, 3 vols. (London: John Murray, 1835), vol. I, pp. 254262.
3 Ibid., p. 262
4Charles Dickens, American Notes for General Circulation [1st American ed.] (New
York: Harper & Brothers, 1842), pp. 79-80.
5 Ibid., p. 80.
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While James Fenimore Cooper found the Shakers themselves to be
orderly and industrious and models of decency, cleanliness and morality, he
felt that the sect was founded on fanaticism and folly and thus appealed only
to the consciences of the most ignorant. He recorded his analysis of the
Shakers, based on visits to three Shaker communities, in his 1828 Notions of
the Americans. 7 His account of the sect also pointed out that the
communistic structure of the Shaker organization needed to be provided for
in the legal machinery of the various states. Cooper felt that the laws were
"far too wise and too humane to give their deluded followers any trouble"
and that "the courts have interpreted the laws as humanely in their favour as
circumstances would reasonably allow."g Such legal benevolence, if ever
achieved, was the result only of the sect's fighting many difficult legal battles.
For example, the Shaker order often found itself involved in suits with
seceders from its number. Upon joining the sect, all persons agreed to a
covenant which stated that their interest in the material holdings of the
community only consisted of the right to use those holdings as members of
the Church. In spite of that agreement, those withdrawing from membership
often would try to sue the Shakers for services rendered or property
consecrated. Gradually, through legal battles, the covenant was held to be
binding and all such suits were denied. In 1828, in the midst of a case of this
nature, the Shaker community at Pleasant Hill, Ky. published a forty-seven
page pamphlet by Richard McNemar. Entitled Investigator; or A Defence of
the Order, Government & Economy of the United Society Called Shakers,
against the Sundry Charges & Legislative Proceedings, it is the Shaker reply to
a law which made it easier for seceders to prosecute their suits. In 1834,
however, the Kentucky Court of Appeals renewed the validity of the
covenant.
Another area in which the Shakers often found themselves involved in
lawsuits was that of child custody. It was the custom of the Society to receive
children into its number when they were accompanied by one parent who
had deserted the other. The first and best known case of this kind concerned
the children of Mary Dyer. Mrs. Dyer had joined the Enfield, N. H.
community with her husband and three children in 1811. Four years later she
left the community and flied suits to regain custody of her children. In order
to strengthen her case she wrote and had printed many bitter works against
the sect. One of these 'is The Rise and Progress of the Serpent from the

Garden of Eden, to the Present Day; With a Disclosure of Shakerism ....
While she lost her cases in the courts, Mary Dyer's writings succeeded in
prejudicing many against the Shakers.

(James Fenimore Cooper] Notions of the Americans: Picked Up by a Travelling
Bachelor, 2 vols. (Philadelphia: Carey, Lea & Carey, 1828), vol. 2, pp. 247-250.
8 Ibid., p. 250.
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The Society had to be alert to any laws which might weaken their legal
status. Thus, in 1839, to prevent New York state laws from invalidating their
property rights, the Shakers successfully lobbied for the passage of an act
which permitted them to hold property that produced an annual income of
not more than $5,000. In 1850, however, the State Senate, fearing the
Society was increasing its holdings, required the Shakers to report on their
real estate holdings and financial affairs. The Report of the Trustees of the
United Society of Shakers in the town ofNew Lebanon, Columbia Co., N. Y.
was published as the State of New York Senate Report, no. 89, of March 19,
1850. Investigation into the matter resulted in the extension of the sect's
charter allowing them an annual income of $25,000.
The official transcript of the trial testimony in a 1905-06 case between
the Mount Lebanon, N. Y. community and one of its neighbors, Miss Olive
Hand, is included in the Shaker Collection. The case, heard in the Supreme
Court of Columbia County, concerned the exact location of the boundary
between the two properties. Inserted in the typescript are two pages of
manuscript notes by the surveyor and a clipping from The Hudson Evening
Register announcing that the Shakers had lost their case.
The Shakers farmed the land they owned in e3;ch community, raising
crops and animals both for their own consumption and for sale to the outside
world. The production and packaging of seeds and herbs was one of the
largest Shaker industries and there are reminders of the importance of these
crops in the collection. An example is the extensive Catalogues ofMedicinal
Plants, Barks, Roots, Seeds, Flowers and Select Powders, with Their
Therapeutic Qualities and Botanical Names ... published by the New
Lebanon community and printed in Albany by Van Benthuysen about 1851.
Another similar item is the Gardener's Manual . .. published in 1843 by the
New Lebanon community. While their seeds were of the highest quality, the
Shakers had found "that good seeds are sometimes condemned for want of a
fair trial.,,9 Thus to protect their reputation, they wrote the above manual as
a means of instructing dealers and customers with little gardening experience.
The ephemeral material on this topic includes the wrapper for a package of
superfine flour of the Slippery Elm and a poster advertising the Shaker Tamar
Laxative, a popular tonic made by the Society.
The Shaker brethren designed and constructed the communities'
buildings and furniture, farmed the land and worked at many trades. The
work of the Shaker carpenters is especially well-known and has been highly
praised for the beauty of its simplicity. Some of their products, such as
various types of chairs, footstools and oval boxes, were made not only for use
within the community but also to sell to non-members. The sect published
illustrated catalogues of items for sale, several of which such as an Illustrated

9

8

Gardener's Manual ... (New Lebanon, N. Y.: The United Society, 1843), p. [iLl

The Shakers' Slat Back Chairs, with Arms and Bockers.
WORSTED LACE SEATS.
Showing a Comparison of Sizes.
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From Illustrated Catalog and Price List of Shakers' Chairs, Manufactured by the Society
of Shakers. Mount Lebanon, N. Y. R. M. Wagan & Co. 1874.

Catalogue and Price List of Shakers' Chairs, Manufactured by the Society of
Shakers are included in the Shaker Collection.
The Shaker sisters were in charge of the domestic duties of the
community. Two of the published works which discuss their work and
methods are Mary Whitcher's Shaker House-Keeper and Receipts as Used by
the Shakers. The women also made baskets, cloaks, bonnets and other articles
for sale to those outside the community. A catalogue of such items is entitled
Products of Intelligence and Diligence.
The Shakers also were known for their inventive ability. A recent
(1957) pamphlet in the collection, Consecrated Ingenuity: The Shakers and
Their Inventions by John S. Williams, describes the vertical saw, designed
about 1812 by Sister Sarah Babbitt of the Harvard, Mass. community; a
tilting device which enables chairs to be rocked or tilted without danger of
slipping; the Shaker Washing Machine, an improvement on the previous
machine, many of which were made by the Canterbury, N. H. Shakers and
sold to the general public; an efficient and profit-making method of
producing metal pens; the spring-type clothes pin and significant improvements on the iron Franklin stove. The Shaker flat broom industi"y was a
profitable enterprise based on Brother Theodore Bates' invention of a
wooden vise that flattened the round broom and then held it while it was
stitched to maintain its flat form.
The children of the community, having been brought to the Shakers
either as orphans or as sons and daughters of newly converted members, were
taught trades and given a practical education comprised of such studies as
reading, writing, etiquette and music. Among its works related to education
9

the Shaker Collection has a unique copy of the second edition of the 1823 A
Juvenile Monitor, a book of etiquette for children. The Arents copy of A
Juvenile Guide, or Manual of Good Manners was printed in 1844 by the
United Society of Canterbury, N. H. and has extensive manuscript corrections
by Elder Joseph Wicker of the Hancock, Mass. community. Wicker's
notations are particularly interesting as he was not among the authors of the
work. The first edition was compiled by Rufus Bishop, Garnett Lawrence and
Isaac Newton Youngs. The second edition was revised by Giles B. Avery and
the third was revised by Henry C. Blinn.
There are two books in the collection which were intended never to be
read by those outside the Shaker faith. The first, The Youth's Guide in Zion,
and Holy Mother's Promises, was written by Elisha D. Blakeman while in a
trance. The message it contains is believed to be from Holy Mother Wisdom,
the female spirit of God, personified by Mother Ann Lee. The work consists
first of spiritual lessons and then the Holy Mother's promises to all those who
faithfully learned and followed the lessons. It was kept by the Society's elders
and lent only to community members for a short period of time. The second
work, The Gospel Monitor, is well described by its subtitle: A Little Book
of Mother Ann's Word to Those Who Are Placed as Instructors & Care-takers
of Children; written by Mother Lucy Wright . .. There are four parts to the
work: first, an interview between the writer and Mother Ann; second, Mother
Ann's instructions to the care-takers; third, her words to the children; and
fourth, her words to the elders.
The scope of the Shaker Collection at Syracuse is broad. The
approximately three hundred titles include all but a very few of the
important printed works by or about the sect, thereby serving exceptionally
well to illustrate the history of the Shakers in America.
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T/le Osborne Family Papers:
Spotlig/lt on T/lomas M ott Osborlle
by John Janitz

T he records of four generations of a prominent Central New York
family are now available for research in the papers of the Osbornes of
Auburn. The extensive collection in the George Arents Research Library
contains valuable source material in relation to prison reform, history of the
Democratic Party in New York State, the women's rights movement,
international diplomacy, education, manufacturing and frontier life. Letters
numbering 150,000 were written by presidents, governors, soldiers, businessmen, students, Progressive reformers, diplomats, convicts and feminists.
Beginning with the War of 1812 papers of Army Lieutenant Peter
Pelham, the collection continues to outline the family history through the
correspondence of his widow, Martha Coffin, with her sister, women's rights
champion Lucretia Mott; mid-nineteenth century letters from the California
Gold Rush country; pocket diaries of a member of the family in Union
uniform during the Civil War; and the records of D. M. (David) Osborne &
Company, manufacturers of farm machinery. The collection reaches a peak at
its most significant section, the papers of Thomas Mott Osborne (1859-1926),
son of David M. and Eliza Wright, and concludes with those of Lithgow
Osborne, journalist and diplomat, third son of Thomas Mott.
During his lifetime Thomas Mott Osborne played many roles-businessman, author, art critic, world traveler, educator, politician, Progressive and
prison warden, and actually assumed the appropriate costume for some of his
adventures. The correspondence of his youth reveals a strong attachment to a
mother who read widely, enjoyed the theater arts, and stood out as an
advocate of educational betterment in her community. She spent a
considerable amount of time away from Auburn visiting relatives or traveling
with them to the Far West. Many of her letters and a journal from the
western rail and stage coach journey are present among the Osborne papers.
T. M. Osborne emerged from this vibrant setting to attend Quincy
Academy and Harvard College. As an undergraduate, he studied diligently
enough to graduate with honors, and moved comfortably through the best
circles of Boston and Cambridge society. A bulky scrapbook contains
hundreds of items from the Harvard scene: football tickets, bread and butter
Mr. Janitz is an assistant archivist in the Manuscripts Department of the
George Arents Research Lib,ary.
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notes, invitations, theater programs, photographs and report cards. There are
also several notebooks which contain Osborne's record of lectures in
philosophy, history and music. As always during these years, the correspondence flowed to mother, sisters and friends.
After graduation, Osborne returned to Auburn where a niche awaited
him in the D. M. Osborne Company. When his father died a few years later,
"T. M. 0." was suddenly in charge of the family fortunes. The added
responsibility did not deter him from civic duties and cultural uplift in
Auburn. In addition to serving on the school board for a decade, he organized
and conducted Auburn's symphony orchestra and sometimes delivered
lectures on Mozart, Beethoven and Wagner before performances. Among his
correspondents were Walter Damrosch and Melville Clark, and on one
occasion Osborne conducted a performance of the Syracuse Symphony
Orchestra. In spare moments he read, built his library, and wrote essays and
closet drama which are in the collection with diaries, travelogs, speeches and
his published works in manuscript form.
Apparently Osborne felt tied down as president of the Osborne
Company. By 1903 he had succeeded in selling the firm to J. P. Morgan, who
made it part of the International Harvester Trust. Once free of that burden,
Osborne moved into political and social reform on a full-time basis. In 1903
he assumed political office as the mayor of Auburn and was elected for a
second term. From his files students of urban history may learn how one
reform politician at the turn of the century tried to wipe out corruption and
instil efficiency in local government. There are annotated drafts of a home
rule charter, which was accepted eventually by the New York Assembly, and
several folders concerning city departments of water, fire and police, and
public utilities such as the gas and trolley car companies.
Except for recurring instances when his natural independence carried
him into third-party ranks or into the Republican camp, Osborne remained an
active upstate Democrat to the end of his life. In 1894 he was a candidate for
Lieutenant Governor. When the Buffalo Convention of Democrats (1906)
nominated William Randolph Hearst for governor, Osborne bolted with the
"Honor Democrats" and stumped for Charles Evans Hughes. In speeches
around New York Osborne denounced Hearst's "hysterical journalism" and
described the publisher as a self-proclaimed savior who played to the
ignorance of urban masses while trading secretly with Tammany Hall and the
trusts. After the election Hughes rewarded Osborne with a seat on the Public
Service Commission. More than two years' correspondence between Osborne
and the other commissioners is present in his files.
Osborne resigned from the Public Service Commission to convene the
Saratoga Conference, out of which emerged the Democratic League with
Osborne as its chairman. Cayuga County then boomed him for governor, but
another Democrat, John A. Dix, went to the Governor's Mansion. Dix tucked
12

Osborne away as Forest, Fish and Game Commissioner, a post he soon
resigned.
After a vacation in Europe, Osborne returned to New York to canvass
the state for Woodrow Wilson. Among his political papers are periodic reports
in 1912 from field men like Louis M. Howe, who took stock of the Wilson
appeal in upstate cities and towns. About the same time, Osborne's
correspondence with Franklin Delano Roosevelt became more regular and
their close relationship endured through the heyday of the Progressive years.
Osborne's salad days in reform dated from the 1890's, when he worked
closely with William "Daddy" George, Frederick Almy, George Foster
Peabody and others in the George Junior Republic, an educational and
philanthropic experiment for underprivileged youth. The goal of the Republic
was to encourage responsible behavior through paid labor and selfgovernment. "Uncle Tom" Osborne's extensive correspondence with these
young people manifests his personal concern for their welfare. Many careers
were followed with counsel and cash, which was sent almost as often as it was
asked for. Osborne went so far as to fmance the brightest young men through
preparatory school and then on to Harvard, as he did his own sons.
Disappointments in politics and· his early experience with the
marginally delinquent seem to have led him into a concern for prison
convicts. in 1913 he was appointed first chairman of the New York State
Commission on Prison Reform. Casting about for a device to arouse public
indignation over the plight of prisoners, Osborne resorted to his lifelong
idiosyncrasy of assuming a role: he put on the uniform of a sentenced
criminal and entered Auburn Prison as "Tom Brown-X33333."
His account of the experience provided the first of a large series of
papers which document prison reform between 1913 and 1926. According to
the current state of bibliographic knowledge on the subject, the papers of
Thomas Mott Osborne are unparalleled for their scope and continuity
regarding one Progressive's labor in the field of penology. After leaving his
cell in Auburn Prison, Osborne published a book about his ordeal and that of
the men forgotten there, Within Prison Walls. A draft of the book and the
diary which he kept in prison are among his papers in the collection.
With the cooperation of Warden Charles Rattigan of Auburn, Osborne
organized a self-governing body among the prison population. The Mutual
Welfare League, as it was called, took over large shares of prison management
from the guards. Officers of the League were elected by the prisoners. The
purpose was to foster responsible behavior where previously prison
administrators had merely controlled convicts by intimidation. According to
Osborne, the "old penology" had only generated resentment in convicts, who
became repeaters in crime. In the· two prisons where Osborne was warden the
mixing of diseased men with the healthy, or of hardened criminals with
youths, was stopped, and the general atmosphere of repression was changed
to one of trust. From the correspondence and papers of Thomas Mott
13

Honor camp for prisoners, 1914, established by Thomas Mott Osborne
in keeping with his concepts of the "new penology."
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Osborne in this collection it is clear that he also influenced prison
management in several other states. For a decade at least, Osborne succeeded
in breaking the cycle of revenge between society and the convict in a handful
of penitentiaries. Near the end of his life, he summed up his program before
an audience in Tennessee. The quotation is from a Nashville newspaper
clipping in the collection:
What I have been trying to get at in my lifetime is that in
the vast majority of instances a prisoner is bound to take his place
again in society. He can either be prepared for that obligation in a
manner that will deter him from being a future menace, and make
him a useful member, or he can be so treated during his
incarceration that when he gets out again he will be a positive evil
and tenfold more troublesome than before. My position on the
problem is that criminals are prepared for a return to society
neither by brutality and harshness, nor by sentimental, slushy
treatment. My program has been to find out what good qualities
the prisoner has and to work on those qualities until his point of
view toward life has been changed.
But Osborne's attacks against the "old penology" were often resented
by the men who staffed correctional systems; many of them were political
appointees and therefore not committed to the aims of enlightened penology.
At the same time, precipitous action by Osborne in the name of reform
alienated officials whose support was crucial to the success of his "new
penology." As records of the collection show, political forces were marshaled
against him, and a chorus within the press never let him off for "sentimental
coddling."
In December, 1915, he was summoned into court on trumped-up
charges. After an indictment by the Westchester Grand Jury, the case went to
trial. The absurdity of the charges soon became apparent to the judge, who
terminated the proceedings after the prosecution rested its case. Osborne's
vindication was not absolute, however, and he understood that the allegations
were fastened to his name. The atmosphere between Ossining and Albany
remained hostile as he resumed his duties at Sing Sing. Rumors continued to
circulate about his character until he felt compelled to speak out in defense of
his work. He accomplished this in an open letter of resignation in October,
1916, when he also blasted GlJvernor Charles S. Whitman for his lukewarm
support of prison reform.
With George W. Kirchwey, Harry Elme-r Barnes, Samuel A. Eliot, Austin
McCormick and others, Osborne continued to advance the cause of
enlightened penology, but through private agencies such as the Prison
Association of New York, the National Society of Penal Information, and the
National Committee on Prisons and Prison Labor. Minutes of the executive
meetings of these associations are to be found in the collection. Among the
correspondence fIles of the same period are Osborne's inquiries to governor.s
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of Maine, Maryland, Pennsylvania and other states where he sought a new
appointment as a prison warden.
While many avenues of Progressive reform may have been closed by
World War I, Osborne was given a fresh start for testing his theories. He
accepted a commission as a Lieutenant Commander in the Navy and received
the assignment of salvaging sailors filling the Portsmouth Naval Prison in New
Hampshire. The job was obtained through the good offices of his friend in the
Navy Department, Assistant Secretary Franklin D. Roosevelt. In addition to
the Roosevelt correspondence, there are a few letters from Harold Stark, at
that time a young naval officer who was accepting ex-prisoners into the fleet,
and hundreds of letters and memoranda from Secretary of the Navy Josephus
Daniels.
In 1920 Osborne resigned from the Navy and returned to his work with
the prison associations. He produced a film about prison life and introduced
it to moviegoers across the country. He also visited a score of American and
British prisons and published reports which were often critical of their
management and facilities. Near the end of this busy retirement his health
gave way and he died in 1926 on his way home from an evening at the
theater.
His ideas did not entirely supplant the "old system," but neither was
there a total rollback to the former institutionalized brutality. The
Progressive Era remains a watershed in prison reform, and Thomas Mott
Osborne was in the van of that change after 1913. Like dramatists in the
theater of commitment, Osborne-an agitator more than an organizerilluminated a narrow aspect of the human condition, and his success hinged
on a response to conscience by his audience. Now that the record of
Osborne's work is open for inspection, scholars may begin to measure with
precision his contribution to penology. From his correspondence, researchers
may also discover the core motives which inspired him to forceful or
eccentric behavior.
The last major group of records among the Osborne Family Papers
consists of the correspondence and papers of Thomas Mott's son and the
donor of the collection, Lithgow Osborne. When he was in the middle of his
senior year at Harvard, Joseph C. Grew of the State Department lured him
away from college for an assignment to the American Embassy in Berlin. That
was 1914, when American overseas bureaus were badly understaffed to meet
the crisis of the European War. The correspondence and "Berlin Journal" of
Lithgow Osborne provide a vivid account of diplomatic and social life in the
German capital between 1914 and 1917. These records are supplemented by
photographs and scrapbooks. When President Wilson broke diplomatic
relations with the Kaiser, Lithgow Osborne was transferred briefly to Cuba,
then back to Europe, where he was Secretary of the American Legation in
Copenhagen until the end of the war.
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Lieutenant· Commander Thomas Mott Osborne,
Warden of Portsmouth Naval Prison, Portsmouth, N. H.
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Ambassador to Norway Lithgow Osborne at his desk in the Oslo Embassy

After the Paris Peace Conference Osborne worked in Washington for a
year, then became vice-president of the Auburn Citizen, a newspaper founded
by his father in 1905. At the beginning of the .New Deal, he went to Albany
as Governor Herbert Lehman's Commissioner of Conservation. Many of his
speeches for this period are present among the papers. Near the end of the
Second World War he worked for the United Nations Relief and
Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA).
In 1945 President Roosevelt made Osborne Ambassador to Norway,
where he remained until May, 1946. In addition to records from his
assignment at the Oslo Embassy, Osborne's papers include hundreds of letters
from his w<;>rk a decade later in the Declaration of Atlantic Unity. The DAU
was both a 'statement of purpose and a private agency designed to lobby for a
strengthening of political ties in the Atlantic Community. Statesmen, generals
and journalists from several western nations are represented in the
correspondence, which opens in 1954 and closes in 1968.
Many significant items in the Osborne Family Papers must go
unmentioned here, but an inventory, available at the repository, lists all the
folder titles from nearly 400 boxes of manuscript materials. A bibliography
on correctional history and prison reform since 1800 will be published
(elsewhere) within the coming year: When copies are available, the records of
Thomas Mott Osborne will be seen in better perspective beside similar
materials in Progressive prison reform. The Osborne Family Papers also are
valuable for the study of subjects from other periods of American and
European life. In the years ahead this large body of manuscripts, rich in social
and political history, may be judged among the prizes of Syracuse University
Libraries.
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The Moscow Art Theater in 1925
by Clara E. Sipprell

The work of Clara Sipprell, one of the great pictorialists
among American photographers, spans the years from 1915 to
the present. Under the influence of Clarence White and Alfred
Stieglitz she early developed her own style and method. She has
rejected all technical aids: artificial light, retouching or enlarging.
Taken with a soft-focus lens, her photographs are characterized
by a poetic mood and timelessness. They are highly personal and
every "sitting" is a dialogue between her and her subject, whether
child or king.
Syracuse owns 240 of Clara Sipprell's original photographs-portraits, landscapes and still-life studies, taken from
1915 to 1963. Her portraits of Albert Schweitzer, Dag
Hammarskjold, Frances Perkins and other men and women who
have made major contributions to our civilization add to the
interest of this collection. Eighty per cent of the photographs in
the Syracuse collection are included in her book, Moment of
Light, published by John Day in 1966.
-Antje Lemke
I've just been reading My Life in Art by Constantin Stanislavsky. It
must be a bible to all the creative people in the theatre. I read it again to
bring. closer my experience with the Moscow Art Theatre in 1924. They
came to America for the first time in that year. I yearned to make pictures
of them but didn't dream I ever could; then a miracle happened. I had a
good friend, Dr. Boris Bogoslovosky, an educator and for many years a
great admirer of my work. He was also a close friend of V. V. Lushsky,
one of the important actors of the Moscow Art Theatre. When Boris
learned how much I wanted to make photographs, he took Lushsky aside
and told him some things about me. Lushsky took fire and told the actors
they couldn't leave America without my photographing them.
They were leaving for Russia the next day and were packing. It was
hot, terribly hot. They were all excited and disheveled getting ready to
leave. The only place to do them was in the courtyard of the theater which
was awful. They came out one by one, all hot and bothered. I remember
Knipper coming out holding her head in her hands. She had lost her keys.
I made them. I think they were the most terrible set of pictures I
ever made. However, in 1925 they came again and I was able to do them
at leisure.
Here are a few of the pprtraits I made then.
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Constantin Stanislavsky. It was a dull day. He was staying in a little dull
room in a little dull hotel near the theater. I arrived and there he stood,
tall, dignified, noble and rather detached. Our interpreter brought understanding between us. As I began to work, Stanislavsky watched, growing
more and more interested, asking questions about me and my beginning
and so on. As I recall my time with him, I am stirred. I cannot but feel
profoundly grateful that my profession has brought me so close to
greatness.
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Olga Knipper-Chekova. I remember her coming up our long hall, relaxed,
looking at everything. At the end of the hall was a bird in a cage. She
talked to it. Here she was, that great actress, the wife of Chekov, in my
place, so at ease. And I was at ease. It was so natural that I should be
making her pictures. This portrait I am showing tells what I wanted to tell.
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Alia Tarassova as Grushenka in The Brothers Karamazoff. She is the only
remaining one of the Moscow Art Theatre. A few years ago she came back to
America with a group playing The Cherry Orchard.
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Ivan Moskvin. As Tsar Fyodor. At the end of our long hall was a room he
made up in for the various parts. When he came striding along the hall I
knew the part he was in. His step was Tsar Fyodor. He was not Moskvin.
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Paul Ouzonnoff. He was one of the scenic artists of the Moscow Art Theatre.
He did the Cricket on the Hearth set which I understand is still being used.
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Maria Germanova. She didn't come over with the original group. She was with
Boloslavsky. We became friends. Sometimes when I went to see her she would
sit before the mirror playing various parts for me. She was considered one of
the most beautiful women in Moscow. When she left to return to Europe I
never saw her again. She is still sharp in my memory.
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Nadeshda Plevitskaya. I want to mention this glorious woman. She was not
a member of the Moscow Art Theatre but was the noted singer of the
Russian folk song of a certain region in Russia. All Europe made much of
her and she came to this country without our being prepared for her. We
knew nothing about her. At her first concert Rachmaninoff played her
accompaniment. Her trip was not a success but it was my gain. I got to
know her well. I remember when first she came to one of our Sunday
evenings, she brought with her her husband and her accompanist. But we
had no piano! The next time we had a piano. I used to make her in her
song. The picture I am showing was a long ~xposure in a dark corner. Her
song so beautiful. The name I forget. She knew so well the length of my
exposure that when she heard the second click she would look up and give
me such a smile. I made many pictures of her. Her costumes were
beautiful. They were becoming to me too.
Her end is one of the most tragic. She was so beautiful, so kind. When
she returned to France she was arrested and thrown into one of those
horrible French prisons as a hostage for her husband who had escaped back to
Russia. As long as her money lasted she had food and so did the other
inmates. She was not allowed to sing. She hummed when she could. Finally
she died in those horrible surroundings. I keep thinking about her.
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V. V. Lushsky. Talented and famous in the Moscow Art Theatre. I made
him and Kachalov together with the others looking on in great delight.
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Bulgakov. One of the youngest of the actors who did, as I remember, gay
parts.
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Korenova. A fine portrait of her but I can't remember the part she was in. I
remember Moskvin directing her and her eagerness, for it was a great moment
for her to be directed by him.
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Kachalov. One of the principal actors of the Moscow Art Theatre.
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The Perfectionist Standard
Reading and Study in the Oneida Community
by Constance Noyes Robertson

The Oneida Community materials in the George Arents
Research Library at Syracuse University comprise probably as
complete a collection of the Oneida papers as exists in any public
institution. With the Shaker Collection of the Rare Books
Department, described elsewhere in this issue of The Courier,
they provide exceptional resources for research on socia-religious
utopianism of the 19th century in America.
The Oneida Community, an experiment in communal
living, was established at Oneida, N. Y. in 1848 by John
Humphrey Noyes and flourished for some thirty years. Noyes'
commitment to the idea of Christian perfection as an attainable
goal became the basic theology of the Community, resulting in a
striving toward perfection in all things.
The following article describes the application of the
perfectionist principle to reading and study, both of which were
approached with zeal and discriminating taste by the Oneida
Communists.
Constance Noyes Robertson is the granddaughter of John
Humphrey Noyes and author of a number of books, both fiction
and non-fiction. Her most recent title, published in 1970 by
Syracuse University Press, is Oneida Community, An Autobiography, 1851-1876. Mrs. Robertson's papers are also in the
George Arents Research Library.
" ... Here is a man who interrogates the squirrels and trees to some
purpose, who does not deal with 'hearsay and old clothes. Undoubtedly,
Walden is the most original, sincere and unaffected book recently issued from
the press. It is woody, resinous and strong with ground-smell. There are none
of the scents of roses, pinks and violets in it." This, after a long deliberation,
was the opinion of the Oneida Communists concerning a famous contemporary. They published the review ten years late, in the Community Circular for
March 11 th, 1864. Characteristically, they added a retroactive self-criticism.
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"Ten years ago Walden came before the public, but owing to unappreciative if
not thoroughly hostile reviews, together with a strong suspicion on our part
of its egotism and eccentricity, it failed to get our attention. It is with some
humiliation that we make this confession." After that, Thoreau was rewarded
with a long and favorable review of The Maine Woods, then recently issued,
and three several excerpts from his other works.
Obviously this group of Perfectionists, mounted securely upon the
eminence of a platform dictated by Heaven and the Primitive Church, was
bound to consider every problem-of art as well as of behavior-first of all in
its moral, religious and spiritual aspects. Nor were they alone in this order of
procedure. The moment was the very blushing prime of the century; if
Victorianism was not yet a word with a particular meaning, certainly the
meaning of the word was already the essential spirit of the period. Readers
adored such titles as The Lofty and Lowly; of Good in All and None
All-Good, Thanatopsis was a great philosophical work and the Gentle Reader
shed nearly as many tears as little Ellie during the perusal of The Wide, Wide
World. The Communists had chosen to aiffer from World's Folks in the
crucial matter of moral, religious and spiritual values. Their theology was
explicit in stating that they had' cut themselves off from the sinning world;
had joined themselves with Paul and the Primitive Church; had accepted new
revelations of perfection. They had voluntarily made themselves as remote
from world's opinions as from World's Folks. For this reason, in reading they
approached their subjects with minds critical, intelligent, but often as
innocent of standard opinions-or as regardless of them-as though they
dwelt, literally, upon another planet or in the Garden of Eden itself. Their
dogma did, of course, give them a certain bias; they laid the Perfectionist
rule-of-thumb along the material to be measured and arrived at a sum
according to the formula of their own Heaven-sent mathematic. Occasionally
they got the wrong answers. But it is rather extraordinary how often they
reached concl¥sions that were fresh, original, and illuminating. And whatever
their conclusion, they stated it-generally in print for they were inveterate
publishers-with simplicity, with candor and with complete assurance. They
had searched their own minds and hearts and this was what they thought;
what the rest of the world thought was none of their affair.
They atoned handsomely to Thoreau for their first prejudice, but they
never wholly forgave Hawthorne. In their eyes he was an apostate Puritan, an
apostate communist, an apostate abolitionist, an apostate socialist. He had
foresworn everything they believed' in and then had written a novel poking
fun at Brook Farm. It was true that he wrote beautifully. In an article on
Style, a Community critic observed that "Hawthorne and Irving manage to
put aerial perspective into their descriptions." But they found the Blithedale
Romance "impossible to read without pain and displeasure." The entire work
was "written in a minor mode" and the "impression left on the mind was as if
you had been in communication with a fallen angel." Even more heterodox
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were their strictures upon-of all men-Milton. They dealt with him kindly
but firmly, as though he were a subject for criticism in one of their Evening
Meetings. "While duly honoring Milton's poetic genius," they wrote,
"Paradise Lost is a great reservoir of home-made scripture. The devil, being in
a sense its hero, had a good deal to do, we fear, in shaping the biography
therein, of himself." Coming as it did from a band at that moment defying
the world in defense of another home-made scripture, this comment is fairly
electrifying.
Blake they approved of. They reprinted entire an article entitled Pictor
Ignotus, dealing with Blake's life and remarked that "it seems strange that in
the brief lapse of a half century he should have been so completely forgotten
that his name falls strangely upon the ear." Thereafter they also reprinted
three of his poems, beginning with Reeds of Innocence and the Little Black
Boy.
As a group they were voracious readers. During the many years when
travelling bags were manufactured by the Community much of the work of
sewing was done in Bag Bees-that is, in large informal groups, gathered in
summer in the Quadrangle or on the Lawn or under the Butternut Tree and in
winter in the Upper Sitting Room or the Big Hall of the Mansion House.
While work was in progress it was customary to have one member read aloud
from some book, generally a work of fiction which, they confessed,
"contributed much to the attraction of the occasion." They got through a
vast number of books in this way; Scott and Cooper, Dickens and Thackeray
as their work appeared, Charles Reade, Bulwer-Lytton, Wilkie Collins, the
Brontes; "Felix Holt, a new novel by the author of Adam Bede." They could
range widely since there was neither an Index Expurgatorious nor any official
censor except their own consciences, but it seems extraordinary that in an age
teeming with trashy novels, from George Lippard through Mrs. E. D. E. N.
Southworth, they chose to read none of them. And that, when eminent
preachers were thundering against novel-reading as a vice "calculated to heat
the imagination ... and lead the young off into a world of dreams," the
Communists read Cooper's novels at seven o'clock breakfast, "thus insuring
some interest for attendance." Their only discipline occurred when a novel
grew too exciting, began to absorb more than its share of the family's
interest. Then they sometimes stopped the reader, even in the middle of a
book. But this did not interrupt the general practice of reading aloud.
At Evening Meetings, after the business of the day had been discussed
and a Home Talk delivered by Mr. Noyes or someone deputized by him, there
would often be music and more reading aloud. Mr. Underwood, an
ex-schoolmaster, was the usual reader and they supplemented novel-reading
with works of travel, biography, articles from the current magazines,
scientific works. They read Uncle Tom's Cabin, but they read also the works
of Francis Parkman, Across the Continent by Samuel Bowles of the
Springfield Republican, D'Aubigne's History of the Reformation in England,
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and Professor Agassiz's Lectures, "which some called rather dry." They read
Carlyle, Fenelon, Ruskin, Herbert Spencer, John Stuart Mill, Darwin. They
investigated Mesmerism, Spiritualism and Phrenology when everyone was
discussing the New Sciences. They were devoted poetry readers. In their
publications there are innumerable references to favorite poets: "This is one
of old George Herbert's perfect days, 'So cool, so calm, so bright'."
Quotations were rife, from Dryden and Pope, from Shakespeare and Milton,
from Cowper, Gray, Butler, Thompson, Tennyson who, they felt, derived
from Poe and had a tendency merely to "play with words." Once they
reprinted a verse from Punch, and once, regrettably, from N. P. Willis. The
most enthusiastic devotees kept poetry scrapbooks or copied their favorite
poems into handbound notebooks.
There was a fever of enthusiasm for education of every sort. Each year,
at the close of the fruit-canning season, classes for study were organized for
the whole family. A regular school was started for the small children, and a
boy's school all day throughout the winter "to be thoroughly drilled in
elementary branches of study." In 1866 fifteen classes for adults were
announced as the Education Programme. The Grammar class enrolled
twenty-seven pupils, Geometry eight, Geography eleven, Phonography seven,
Colburn's Arithmetic ten, Thompson's Higher Arithmetic twenty-one,
Elementary Algebra twenty-nine, a second class of the same, twenty-two, a
third, twenty, and two classes studying Robinson's New University Algebra
had fourteen and thirteen pupils apiece. The notice mentions "a few small
classes in French and other' studies not mentioned in the above list." That
year Algebra was quite the rage among elderly scholars. The Daily Journal
tells of "one of our elderly women who got so absorbed in mathematics
yesterday that the premonitory strokes of the din~er bell failed to reach her
ear and on she plodded till some time past one o'clock." And one of the
elderly men who had just commenced the study of Algebra said that he was
"so charmed with it that he could think of nothing else all day and he
dreamed about it at night."
That winter another notice commented, "our educational campaign is
fairly opened and enthusiasm for study runs to the highest pitch. One cannot
look in any direction and scarcely any hour of the day but he will see persons
hastening with books, slates, &c. to find their places in some class; and in
almost every corner or private room little clusters are seen gathering for
study. Yesterday ... Mr. P. hastened past and, being asked why he hurried so,
he said, 'I am afraid I shall be late for school.' Someone called to see Mr. V.
(at the shoemaker's shop) but he, too, was at school and so it is all round.
Our hired folks have caught the infection and have solicited our people to
furnish them with a teacher as we did last winter."
On another occasion a scene was described. "At the table sit three of
the brothers deeply engaged in the study of Algebra. One is reading the
example, another performs the operation, while a third demonstrates. These
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gentlemen perhaps fancy themselves in class and consequently their voices are
raised considerably above a whisper, to say the least. At another side of the
table a lady sits absorbed in Arithmetic, apparently undisturbed. Two more
are studying aloud· (Grammar and Phonography) ... A rather facetious old
lady perceives the state of things and proposes to read aloud from the
Circular. This she does in a clear loud tone without in the least diverting the
attention of anyone else." One person, having occasion to get up in the
morning at an unusually early hour "found herself trying hard, before rising,
to work out the unpleasant problem by Algebra, instead."
Mathematics was not the only love. A class, mostly of young women,
was drilled "in the elementary exercise of elocution" by a Professor Frobisher
who was invited in from the World and who later gave some recitations in the
Hall, closing with an exhibition of ventriloquism. After the war a class in The
Detection of Counterfeit Money was offered to those interested. One
wonders how this could have appealed widely to a group many of whom had
not handled money of any kind for years. In 1867 there was a class in
Chemistry, one in Natural Philosophy, one in Composition and two in
French, in addition to the usual list. German was read in one class; Faust and
William Tell. The students commented, "It is a quite delightful change to pass
from the metaphysical speculation of Goethe to the singing music of
Schiller." The French class read the New Testament as an introduction to less
familiar texts, and, later, novels and poetry. The teachers of all of these
classes were appointed from among the Community members; classes met
wherever it was most convenient. " ... Geometry and Grammar at the tables
where our dinner is served up to us. Our Algebra and Spelling classes seem
thoroughly wide awake though they are held in the same room where some of
the members sleep. All seem enthusiastic.... We ask to improve our
minds ... and keep a healthy ambition free from competition." Occasionally
their spirits must have flagged. One old woman wrote rather wistfully that
"the Devil did his best to envelop us in a sleepy spirit and destroy our
ambition for study," but they routed him evidently, since each year found
the classes reopening with a grand afflatus and closing rather regretfully in the
spring when business needs of the commune called all hands on deck for
labor. "This winter we have had a very good time for study and
improvement ... a liberal allowance of time and means, zeal and enthusiasm.
Now the same spirit should lead us to turn the zeal into business and make us
single-eyed in our devotion to it."
In 1869 four of the young men were graduated from Yale and returned
to Oneida fired with a new idea-to form what they called a Manual Labor
School. Their purpose was to give the whole Community a college education.
"True," they confessed, "it might take longer than at Yale or Harvard, as our
scholars spend but half of each day in study, but then, we are at home all the
time and can be as many years about it as we choose. The plan of having
classes of men and women study together is favored and the system of
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examinations is highly approved. We expect to start on a small scale and add
'one thing after another as desirable." Among the subjects added to the
original list were History, Draughting, Astronomy, Microscopy, Spiritual
Philosophy and Thorough Bass. At the Wallingford Branch, "it was proposed
that the Family pass an examination in Algebra, Geometry, Arithmetic,
Physics and Grammar." For two evenings at seven o'clock the family tested
its learning. "As everyone had been very busy, with little time to read up, the
examination was not very strict but turned into a pleasant informal affair. A
question was read and one and another <1alled upon to answer or not as they
could." Later in the fall they reported that the new school had sixty-five
In ordinary society many
students, "a considerable class past their teens
of them would consider their education finished
but the Community sets
no bounds to education and improvement and the lists are open to all." Not
all, perhaps, but many did avail themselves of this opportunity. No difficulty
of time or equipment discouraged them; four German classes studied out of
the same text books in true community spirit, and a reading class met before
seven o'clock breakfast.
The Community Library grew from a nucleus of books brought to the
commune from the homes of individual members. Among these books were a
number of early and fine editions, some of which are still extant in the
Mansion Library. Not all of them, however, since at the time of the break-up
of the Community, members were allowed to buy back what books they had
brought, and often. did so. In reading over the titles of these books one
searches for an explanation of the extraordinary catholicity of taste in a
group drawn largely from New England farms or small settlements. The
answer lies in the fact that these folk had all been "searching for the
light"-were, in their time, thinkers and readers. From such a group one
might expect "Religious Lives" and volumes of theology, but there was an
amazing lot of good stuff besides. Many biographies, histories, poetry, novels,
early scientific books, Greek and Latin authors in translations, Tasso, Dante,
Moliere's plays, Coleridge's philosophical works, besides all the standard 19th
century writers up to 1880. They had the Documentary History ofNew York
State, a priceless collection of reprints of original documents, and many other
historical foundations. They were interested in genealogy and their copy of
Savage's Genealogical Dictionary is pencilled with family notations. They had
Froissart in a fme old leather binding, Gibbon, Hume, Cotton Mather, Catlin's
North American Indians with colored pictures which one little girl used to
pore over with delight, and two huge volumes of Animated Nature with
pictures of boa constrictors and barnacle ducks which fascinated her. There
were also hand-colored manuals of moths and butterflies, Hugh Miller's Old
Red Sandstone and other geological works, Tyndall, Huxley and Darwin, and
archeological works on Egypt and Troy.
Since they were largely of Yankee stock, they collected New England
state and county histories. They owned-probably the original property of
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the founder, John Humphrey Noyes-a complete set of Jonathan Edwards.
They possessed a complete first edition of Cooper's novels; they bought the
novels of Dickens and Thackeray, first in the serial volumes as they appeared
and then in complete sets. Poetry was one of their enthusiasms and they had
not only Shakespeare but all of Beaumont and Fletcher in an early edition,
and a very liberal assortment of the other poets. One man, a "peddler" of the
Community's traps and fruit, used to save his luncheon allowance and buy
books which were later contributed to the Library. His daughter still has his
copies of Chaucer, Spencer, Evelyn's Diary and Pepys Diary. In 1867 two of
the young men were sent abroad for the Grand Tour. They wrote letters to
the Circular about their travels, sent home elaborate collections ofbota~ical
specimens and brought a large number of new books. No list of these titles is
available, but dating from this time a distinct influx of European literary
influence set in and a quantity of books with English imprints was added to
the Library. They followed the fads of the day with a collection of
Swedenborg, Andrew Jackson Davis's New Harmonia, and spiritualistic
literature of the usual fantastic sort. They dabbled in Mesmerism and
Phrenology, and on the shelves of the Old Library bound volumes of the
Spiritualist Magazine and Phrenological Journal still gather dust. It is to be
said in their favor that when these doubtful sciences were an almost universal
craze, the Communists were never wholly convinced, nor were their opinions
particularly credulous or simple.
Even in their most impoverished days, the Communists not only
published a weekly magazine themselves but subscribed to many outside
periodicals. They took the New York Herald, the Tribune and the Sun, and
the local Oneida and Utica papers. The earliest periodicals received were the
Boston Monthly Magazine, Littel's Living Age, the Democratic Review, The
American Repertory and Ballou's Pictorial. Later, they had the Atlantic
Monthly from its first number, Putnam's Magazine, the Continental, The
Museum, All the Year Round, edited by Charles Dickens in 1859, Harper's
from 1864, Scribner's from 1870, Appleton's, Popular Science, Scientific
American, The Nation, the Eclectic Magazine, The Galaxy and Harper's
Weekly and Harper's Bazaar with its funny page of pictures by DuMaurier and
A. B. Frost. All of these magazines were faithfully bound in leather and
preserved. One small reader remembers the thrilling pictures of battles in the
Civil War drawn by "our special artist," and the grim series of "Tweed Ring"
pictures by Thomas Nast; Tweed with his pear-shaped 'money-bag' head.
The good day of children's b90ks had not arrived before 1880, but the
boys had Trowbridge's Cudjo's Cave and Castleman's Frank on the Prairie,
Frank on a Gun Boat, Frank on the Mississippi. Miss Alcott had begun to
write delightful books for girls and the Community children had them. They
also read the "Prudy" stories which they enjoyed although a later generation
came to scorn them, and the "Rollo" books which it is difficult to believe
that any but the most virtuous could truly love. The children of that day
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were supposed to delight only in improvement, but there were moments
when human nature-or perhaps it was still called original sin-got the better
of them and protested against such extremes of virtue. In his book, My
Father's House, my father tells a heart-breaking story of youthful
disappointment when his class of boys, who had been promised a real
cocoanut apiece as a reward for swimming across the deep hole, were given
instead, by their somewhat austere schoolmaster, a volume entitled Zig-Zag
Journeys in Europe. I doubt if any of those boys ever read that book except
under duress. Some of the younger children did, later, and one of them still
remembers hearing Aunt Julia read it aloud every evening after supper to a
flock of children perched around her room like little birds, roosting on the
bed, on the window sills, even under the bed and behind the curtain of her
wardrobe. Aunt Julia sat by the lighted lamp, a tiny, charming old lady with
her short black curly hair tucked sedately back of her ears and a white apron
over her dress. While she read, the children knitted away on spools with
"shaded yarn." They were making lamp mats.
Although the Library began with a donation of privately owned books,
it became one of the important centers of Community life and was liberally
supported by the group. In 1864 the Circular reported that "the Library is a
growing institution and the care of the catalog and all the interests of the
room are quite a complete duty. For general convenience, so that the
whereabouts of a book may be readily found, we have something like the
system of common circulating libraries. Liberal appropriations are now made
quarterly for the addition of books, a dozen newspapers are filed, monthlies
are on the table." In 1867, library expenses are given as $302.63, while
music for the year was only $254.00. (That year in the Community the
average cost of living per individual was $1.46 a week, and of clothing, per
annum, $38.95.) The room itself was an arrangement of alcoves and wall
cases; in the middle a long reading desk slanted on both sides to hold the
spiked-backed newspaper files and the current magazines in home-bound
covers laced with shoe strings. A Librarian was in charge and under her care
the books were distributed, the room tended, the magazines collected and
bound. Sometimes, if they were quiet, the children were allowed to tiptoe in
and sit by Miss Sophia while she showed them the colored pictures in some
cherished volume. Their own books were kept in their own South Room
bookcase. The Library was for their elders; certain people had their favorite
chairs; Aunt Charlotte was a devotee of the Tribune and read every word; Mr.
Underwood's familiar stance was at, the reading desk. Every new book was an
event. 1865 was a cold winter, but they were not dismayed. "Snowbound,"
they wrote, "but we feel happy in knowing that we can find plenty of
interesting matter in the Library if the blockade should last all winter."
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Random Recollections 0.1' Campaigning
With Colonel Roosevelt
by John Proctor Clarke

Justice of the Supreme Court of New York John Proctor
Clarke (1856-1932) wrote the following reminiscences of
Theodore Roosevelt's New York gubernatorial and presidential
campaigns many years after the events and expressly for the
Roosevelt family. Clarke was a New York corporation attorney at
the time of the campaigns and one of the company ofRoosevelt
supporters who traveled with the campaign trains.
The anecdotal memoirs give an interesting perspective to
turn-ofthe-century political campaigns. They are naturally
favorable to Roosevelt and serve to add flavor to a man who
already is known as one of our more human presidents. While the
memoirs provide little-known stories written from the point of
view ofan admirer and close political associate, they provide little
material of substantial research value. They were intended to
amuse the Roosevelt relatives and are reprinted here with intent
to amuse you.
Syracuse University Libraries has two Theodore Roosevelt
collections, one of which includes the "Random Recollections"
below but both of which contain many letters and documents
that provide information of significant research importance.
Competent scholars are urged to use these collections.
In the Gubernatorial Campaign of 1898, we started our first tour of
the state with a trip up the west side of the Hudson River to Plattsburg and
through the northern counties to Ogdensburg. The Colonel was accompanied
by four of his Rough Riders in uniform: Cassi the bugler, an Italian, who had
been a soldier of fortune and a wanderer over the earth; "Buck" Taylor with
a soft black eye and a southern drawl, who was not at all the Buck Taylor of
the Buffalo Bill outfit but who posed as such; "Big" Johnson who was a man
and a soldier, every inch of him; and Sherman Bell who had a voice like a
roaring bull of Bashan and who later became Adjutant General of the
Colorado National Guard. "Billy" Youngs, subsequently the Governor's
secretary and afterward United States Attorney for the Eastern District of
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New York, was in general charge and pulled the bell rope when it was time to
start the train after our five and ten minute stops when we gave car-end talks
to wayside crowds. When the train stopped at such impromptu meetings,
Cassi would execute a brilliant "bugle call, the Colonel and the rest of us
would make short speeches and the train would move on.
Buck Taylor grew very much excited with the speaking and becoming
possessed of an irresistible desire to talk himself, pled for an opportunity.
Finally Youngs gave way and just before time to pull out he would introduce
Buck, who would begin, "Mah fellar citizens, this is the praoudest moment of
mah life." Then Billy would pull the bell rope and the sudden starting of the
train would put an end to the speech. After this had occurred four or five
times I said to him, "Buck, it seems to me you are having a great many very
proud moments on this trip." Drawing himself up to his full height of 6' 1",
his eyes snapping, he said, "Mr. Clarke, every time I talk for mah Colonel I
am praouder than I was before." I finally said to Billy, "Give Buck a chance
to get off his whole speech." So at the next stop Buck was given his chance
and this was his speech in full:
"Mah fellow citizens: this is the praoudest moment of mah
life. I want to talk to you about mah Colonel. I want you to
know him as we know him and if you do you will love him and
follow him as we done. He kept ev'y promise he made to us and
so he will to you. When he took us to Cuba he told us we would
have to bury dead horses, and we done it. He told us we would
have to lie out in the trenches with the rifle bullets climbing over
us, and we done it. He told us we would have to drink dirty
water, and we done it. He told us we might have to go with
mighty little food, sometimes only hard-tack and dirty water, and
we done it, but he had it just the same. He told us we might meet
wounds and death and we done it, but he was thar in the midst of
us, and when it came to the great day he led us up San Juan Hill
like sheep to the slaughter and so he will lead you."
At a little town on the northern tier, I think it was Malone, just before
the train started Sherman Bell with his tremendous voice had started to make
a talk when someone in the crowd made a disparaging remark about the
Colonel. As Bell started to reply the bell cord was pulled and the train
started; Bell's voice rose above the clatter of the train swelling into a grand
crescendo as we moved off: "I want to tell that blankety blank blank son of a
blankety blank blank that if he will come out to the State of Colorado and
make any remark like that, we will give him a decent burial before
sun-down."
At Ogdensburg Mason Mitchell, an actor who had served in the
regiment and been wounded at the Battle of Kettle Hill and who had been
delivering his story of the Rough Riders in vaudeville, joined us for one night
and was given a place on the programme at the great meeting at the Opera
House. In his peroration he said, "And then out of the woods darted the
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Theodore Roosevelt in Rough Riders' uniform, circa 1901.
Photograph by Fabian Bachrach
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Colonel with a revolver in each hand and waving his sword in the air he
shouted, 'Come on boys' and led the charge up the hill." When he got back
into his seat beside me, I said, "Mason, if the Colonel had a revolver in each
hand, how did he wave his sword, with his teeth?" Mason did not speak to me
for the rest of the evening.
After the meeting Senator Maltbie took a crowd of us, including the
four Rough Riders, into the bar-room of the hotel and ordered some
champagne. We were all talking pretty earnestly together and I happened to
be talking to Buck Taylor when the Senator rapped on the bar and, elevating
his glass, said, "Come boys, let's drink to the Colonel's health." Buck Taylor
straightened up and, raising his glass, said, "I had rather drink ..." "I believe
you," said Cassi, interrupting, and it was only the strenuous interposition of
the crowd that prevented internecine strife right then and there.
To show how the rural reporter can get things twisted and bring chagrin
and even the blush of shame to a speaker, at Binghamton I was put up for a
short talk and having a white carnation in my buttonhole, a quotation flashed
into my mind. I said that Colonel Roosevelt had "worn the white flower of a
perfect life." The intelligent reporter printed the next day that I had said that
Colonel Roosevelt was a pure white flower!
One of the little affecting things in that campaign that I recall, of an
entirely different character from the incidents I have narrated, occurred at
Watertown. Our meeting was held at about eleven o'clock in the morning at
the theatre. We went from the brilliant sunlight through the stage door upon
a dark and gloomy stage with the curtain down; We had no idea whether there
were fifty or a thousand people there when suddenly the curtain went up,
disclosing an auditorium packed to the ceiling. In that campaign, by
instructions of the Democratic State Committee, their speakers had made no
allusion whatever to national affairs or the Spanish War but had devoted
themselves entirely to state affairs and particularly to canal scandals. There
was a reading desk on the stage from which was draped an American flag.
Chauncey Depew said to the audience that he understood that his old friend
(whose name has now escaped me) was running for an office on the
Democratic State ticket, was a resident of Watertown and was to speak in
that hall the next night at a Democratic meeting. He advised those present to
go and hear him and to listen to him with great care and to compare the
arguments advanced and the issues presented with those that they should hear
that day. But he said, "I warn you that you will not hear a word of the great
and vital issues of the hour. You Will be dragged through the mud of the Erie
Canal. Of the splendid and noble achievements of this great year in the life of
the Republic you will hear not a word. Of the noble altruistic and successful
effort of your country which has put an end for all time to Spanish despotism
in the islands of the Eastern and Western oceans, you will not hear a syllable.
Don't you think that myoid friend would give his good right arm for the
privilege of waving this old flag for just one minute?"
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You will remember that at the time of the nomination of the Colonel a
question was raised as to his eligibility, the Constitution providing that no
person shall be eligible to the office of Governor except a citizen of the
United States of the age of not less than thirty years and who shall have been
five years next preceding his election a resident of this state. The Colonel had
been in Washington holding the office of Assistant Secretary of the Navy for
some two years and while he was in Cuba had been assessed for personal tax
in the City of New York. His cousin John had been directed to attend to his
affairs while he was gone and had submitted his own affidavit that the
Colonel was a non-resident of the city. But instead of leaving it at that or
stating, as was the fact, that he was a resident of Oyster Bay, he had gone
further and said the Colonel was a resident of Washington, D. C. He had
instituted, all in the absence of the Colonel, a certiorari proceeding to have
that personal tax vacated upon the ground of such non-residence. But on the
first day on which the tax could be paid under the law, which was also the
first day of court when the certiorari proceeding could be brought on, the
Colonel had paid the tax and the proceeding had been discontinued. In one of
his speeches some fellow on the outside of the crowd bawled out, "How
about that personal tax?" With that familiar set of the jaws which we all
know so well and that inimitable grin which we also know so well, he snapped
back, "I paid it." And that was the end of that issue in that campaign.
Billy Youngs used to tell a good story on me. I don't know whether it is
true or not. But he told it so often that I came to think he believed it. You
may have heard that I had a speech about your father in that campaign which
came to be known as the "Only a Soldier" speech. It was a personal talk and
for dramatic effect the Colonel insisted that I should immediately precede or
immediately succeed him on the programme. It was a speech the kernel of
which could be delivered in five minutes or it could be expanded to meet the
exigencies of the situation to one-half to three-quarters of an hour. Of course
when people are traveling together in such a combination and hearing each
other talk a dozen times a day, they become quite familiar with what the
others have to say. This was especially true in my case because my speech was
considered, I may say with due modesty, so good a campaign talk that we got
the newspaper boys to agree not to publish it so that in substance it could be
repeated to every audience. In some places we had two meetings going at the
same time and when a speaker was through at one place, he would be hurried
to the other meeting. Now Billy Youngs' story is that at Watertown we had
two such meetings (and here is where I think he slipped up in his story
because my recollection is that we had only one meeting in Watertown) and
that at one hall he spoke first while I was speaking at the other and that he
delivered my speech word for word and line for line. When I followed him
after an interval and delivered the same speech to the same audience, it met
with no response and he says that I said to him that night, "Billy, I cannot
understand it. I have roused the whole state with that speech of mine and I
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did not get a hand-clap at Watertown." The story is a good one and a possible
one and it may be true.
So much for the Gubernatorial Campaign.
In 1900 in the McKinley-Roosevelt campaign, we started from Saratoga
and I was with the Colonel for four weeks winding up at Pueblo, Colorado.
The one prevailing and distinctively funny thing about that trip was the
introductory speech by the local chairman in each community and especially
the rural communities. The local celebrity was usually picked out for
chairman of the meeting and usually he was a man with no experience in
public speaking, was somewhat overawed by the distinguished company of
visiting statesmen and very much embarrassed by the novelty of the situation.
With the exception of the Colonel and such men of national prominence as
Governor Shaw of Iowa and Senator Nelson, he knew nothing about the rest
of us and while the names and a short statement as to who we were were
given to him, he almost invariably fumbled. An especial sufferer was Curtis
Guild, subsequently Governor of Massachusetts and Ambassador to Russia,
who was a very good speaker but was also very thin-skinned and sensitive and
always desirous of having the limelight of purest ray serene turned fully on
him. His name was a stumbling block to almost every local chairman. He had
been an Adjutant General in the Massachusetts Volunteer Militia and was
Chief of Staff to General Fitzhugh Lee, accompanying him to Cuba after the
fighting was over when Fitzhugh Lee commanded the Army of Occupation in
Havana. Curtis used to take pains to inform the presiding officer as to his
name and his personal achievement. He would say, "I am Curtis Guild,
Adjutant General and Chief of Staff for General Lee of the Army of
Occupation and was the first man in Massachusetts to volunteer when the
President called for troops." Then the chairman would get up and say, "My
fellow citizens, I have the honor of introducing General Chester Gould, the
first man who answered President Lincoln's call for volunteers in the great
Civil War,'; and Curtis would say to me, "My Lord, when Lincoln called for
troops, I was four years old."
But the climax was reached at a South Dakota town. A spur from the
main line of the road ran up to this place. Where the spur bifurcated from the
main track there was a village where a meeting was held and Governor Shaw
and Senator Nelson were left there. I dropped off with the General Manager
of the Union Pacific and Billy Loeb to have some prairie chicken shooting
while the rest of the party went on to this place. There the local chairman
introduced Guild in the follow!ng manner: "My fellow citizens: The
Committee of Arrangements have been greatly disappointed in not having the
distinguished speakers which we hoped to welcome on this great occasion. We
had expected to hear that brilliant governor of a neighboring state who made
such a splendid campaign for sound money four years ago, the Hon. Leslie M.
Shaw, but he is not here. We had also expected to have with us that great
senator, the Hon. Knute Nelson, who though coming over to this country as a
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poor Scandinavian boy and carrying a musket for four years in the Civil War,
yet by the splendid powers of his intellect and character has achieved a seat in
the greatest legislative body in the world, the Senate of the United States, and
he is not here. But the Committee has done the best it could and I now
introduce to you General Nelson A. Miles of the United States Army."
Col. Grigsby was our presiding officer through part of South Dakota.
He had been put in command of the second regiment of Volunteer Cavalry
authorized by Congress at the same time the Rough Riders were, but the
Colonel had been so interested in matching-up horses for his different troops,
a troop of bays, a troop of blacks, a troop of browns and so on, of which he
was very proud, that he did not get fully organized until the war was over.
Grigsby, permeated with military fervor, introduced everybody by a military
title. After he had introduced me twice as Colonel Clarke I said to him, "See
here, Colonel, I don't want to parade under false colors. I am not a military
man, I saw no service in the late war." He looked at me with unutterable
scorn and said, "Who the hell are you anyway?" I said to him, "I am John
Proctor Clarke, a lawyer in New York; was Assistant Corporation Counsel in
Mayor Strong's administration when the Colonel was President of the Board
of Police." So he got up and said, "I now introduce a Mr. Clarke of New
York," with the accent on the a, "a corporation lawyer." You can imagine
how pleased an ordinary Western country man was to listen to a corporation
lawyer!
The most embarrassing situation in which I ever was put as a public
speaker occurred in Butte, Montana. Butte is the most unique city I have ever
seen. Just about dark we came out of a tunnel high up on a mountain side
and looked down upon a valley in the center of which rose a conical hill
which was the city of Butte. It was surrounded and crowned with stacks from
which poured steam and rolling black clouds of soft coal smoke, green and
red and yellow sulphur flames. No blade of grass grows in the whole town. It
is a moul1;tain of slag and refuse from the mines, bare, horrid and awful in its
appearance. It reminded me of Dore's conception of Dante's Inferno more
than anything I ever saw in my life. There was no public hall in Butte large
enough to hold a meeting but some miles out of the town, up on the side of
the mountain, there was a stream and baths which made a green spot where a
large pavilion had been erected; to this place we were conveyed by hacks to
hold a public political meeting. To our surprise, when we got there we found
a very large assembly. The local committee had said to us, "Now we
understand that the Republican Party has adopted the gold standard in its
platform and we understand· that you stand upon that platform. We have
accepted it, but this was the great center of the silver industry and while we
have accepted the platform and we know your views, yet there are a great
many old silver men in this community who feel tender and a little sore and it
is not any use to harrow up old feelings, and while we don't ask you to go
back on your principles or be double-faced or anything of that kind, yet there
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are plenty of issues in this campaign to talk about and we beg you out of
consideration for our local conditions here to let the silver question alone."
As that was sound political judgment, of course we acquiesced. The local
chairman was given to that idiosyncrasy which I have already alluded to and
introduced me as "Dr. Proctor of New York." I had a little fun with him and
with the audience in straightening that out and gave one or two anecdotes
showing the difficulties that we speakers had to struggle with in our
introductions, and then I did the most foolish thing that a public speaker
could do. I asked a question of the audience. I said, "Well now, gentlemen,
after all the splendid orations to which you have listened tonight, in which
the great issues of the campaign have been so admirably discussed, what is
there left for me to talk about?" A big flannel-shirted man standing on a chair
at the end of the big hall put his hands up to his mouth and bawled out,
"Talk about silver." The result upon the platform was as if an earthquake had
struck it; you could feel it shake with the trembling of the knees of the local
committee and for once I was almost stumped. But I said, "Silver? silver?
why that's a dead issue, cWoroformed by prosperity; why even Bryan is not
talking about it this year." The episode was closed because the crowd rose
and applauded and then I went on with the speech about the Army and the
Philippines. But I give you my word, it was the most awful moment of my
political career.
I recall an incident high up on the Colorado mountains where the train
had stopped for a few minutes, the block signal being against it. A group of
twenty or thirty men formed instantly around the rear car. The Colonel was
shaking hands and chatting with them when, just as the train was leaving, a
bearded, spectacled, narrow-faced, anarchistic looking fellow who had pushed
himself into the front rank looked up at the Colonel standing right over him
and said, "Mr. Roosevelt, why do you take credit that you know does not
belong to you? Why do you claim to have been the hero of San Juan Hill
when you know that you and your command were saved from utter
annihilation by the black soldiers of the 9th Cavalry?" Just then the train
started and all that the Colonel could do was to lean over and shake his fist in
the man's face and say, "That, sir, is·a damnable lie."
At Green River the Colonel had his best joke on me. I had been talking
about the war in the Philippines and our army there and how we came to take
the Philippines, and he said that putting my closed hands about four feet
apart and leaning over to the audience I said, "We've got the bear by the tail
and can not let go." Whereupon, after I sat down, he handed me a card on
which he had sketched in pencil an animal with a very long and bushy tail and
had written upon it, "John's conception of a bear; he has confused it with the
common or garden skunk." I have that card still among my cherished
possessions.
I will wind up these desultory reminiscences of the delightful
experiences of campaigning with the Colonel with the following. Of course
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when men travel with one another for weeks in a political campaign where
the issues necessarily are limited, they get thoroughly familiar with each
other's line of argument and with the stories and anecdotes which serve to
illumine arguments and discussion. As we were a thoroughly harmonious
crowd working as a team for a common end, it happened gradually that all of
the arguments and stories and incidents came to be common property, out of
which we each carved for our several speeches that which was left after the
other fellow got through. We used to take special care of the Colonel when
making two or three speeches in the same .place and would catch him in the
wings and tell him, "I used such and such a story and such and such an
argument and you have such and such that you can say," so that the whole
oratorical output became a reservoir from which each of us drew.
1 left the Colonel at Pueblo, Colorado and came back east some three
weeks ahead of the party and 1 did not see him until the night of the great
mass meeting at Madison Square Garden which wound up the campaign.
There 1 had a seat immediately adjacent to the platform. The Colonel had a
magnificent reception and made a splendid speech. When he got through 1
wrote on my card and had it sent up to him: "My dear Theodore: 1 am
delighted to see how well you have delivered Curtis's and my speech." He
read it, laughed, showed it to Senator Platt who sat next to him, shook his
fist at me and beckoned me to come up and sit beside him.
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Open For Research ...
Notes on Collections
The very extensive collection of Osborne Family Papers in the George
Arents Research Library has been arranged, described and inventoried for
research use. The papers were accumulated by three generations of the
prominent Auburn, New York family and date from 1812 to 1968. The
majority are the papers of Thomas Mott Osborne (1859-1926) and are related
to his political and philanthropic activities as well as to his fervent espousal of
the cause of prison reform, both as warden of Sing Sing Prison and the Naval
Prison at Portsmouth, N. H. and through private channels. His correspondence includes letters from Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Secretary of the Navy
Josephus Daniels, Attorney General Charles Devens, Christian A. Herter,
Herbert H. Lehman, Gerrit Smith Miller, Alfred E. Smith, Oswald Garrison
Villard and Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes.
The collection, which is the subject of a full article elsewhere in this
issue of The Courier, includes the papers of Lithgow Osborne, third son of
Thomas Mott, now a resident of Auburn where he is president of the Auburn
Publishing Company, publishers of the Auburn Citizen-Advertiser. Mr.
Osborne spent many years in the United States diplomatic service, beginning
in 1914 as private secretary to James W. Gerard, Ambassador to Germany,
and continuing through appointments at the American Legations in Havana
and Copenhagen, assignments at the State Department in Washington and
service in the Office of Strategic Services and the United Nations Relief and
Rehabilitation Administration during World War II to the ambassadorship to
Norway, a post which he held until 1946.
In addition to cotrespondence, the Osborne Family Papers include
account books, diaries and journals, institutional fIles, legal documents,
photographs, speeches and manuscripts of published and unpublished
writings. More than fifty subjects of contemporary life, organizations and
institutions, from anti-imperialism to women's rights and including most areas
of penology, form the content of the papers.
The Robert C. Hendrickson Papers, 1916-1964, consist of professional
correspondence, political, military and diplomatic records and legal case fIles
of a New Jersey lawyer and State Senator, United States Senator and
Ambassador to New Zealand, with the bulk of the records concentrated
between 1938 and 1958.
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The papers of "Long John" Nebel who has conducted a series of radio
interview; talk and telephone shows. out of New York City since 1954
comprise in the main phonotapes of his programs, including his All Night
Show, Early Hour Show, Phone Show, Straight Line and his Versus Show.
Scripts of radio and television shows and motion pictures make up the
Jack Douglas Papers, 1938-1955. Douglas is a comedy and gag writer who has
written for Bob Hope, Red Skelton, George Gobel, Jimmy Durante and other
comedians. The most extensive sets of scripts in the collection were written
for the Bob Hope Pepsodent Show and the Red Skelton Show.
The papers of Robert Francis, Amherst, Massachusetts poet and
teacher, also have been inventoried. Ranging in date from 1926 to 1967, they
include correspondence, writings and some biographical material. The Francis
writings include poems, notes, book reviews, essays and articles on literarY
subjects.
Sermons, 1925-1967, and speeches, 1947-1953, are the major papers in
the collection of Leland Boyd Henry (1895-1968), Episcopal clergyman,
military chaplain, Executive Secretary of the Christian Social Relations
Commission of the Episcopal Diocese of New York, observer at the United
Nations for the Protestant Episcopal Church and member of the Human
Rights Commission of New York City. The papers reflect Henry's special
concern for social relations and world order.
The Green Family correspondence, legal and financial records and
miscellany date from 1774 to 1889 and emphasize the figures of Timothy
Green and his son, Timothy Ruggles Green, both lawyers and merchants in
New York City. The salt works in Onondaga County provide one subject of
the correspondence and legal and financial papers related to sales transactions
of extensive land tracts in Connecticut, New York and Georgia often are
related to the County's salt industry.
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News

0/ LibrarJ' Associates

Fall 1970 Meeting
The Board of Trustees of Library Associates received reports at its
meeting on October 1~, 1970, from the Publication, Finance, Membership
and Colloquium Committees and from the Chairman.
Mrs. Antje Lemke, chairman of the Publication Committee, reported on
the status of the Courier and posed questions relating to its content and
distribution to be considered by the Board. Mr. Lake asked all members to
read the next issue of the Courier carefully and to complete and return the
questionnaires provided by the Committee, expressing opinions of the
changes being made under new editorship.
Mr. Chester Soling, Membership Committee chairman, reported the
Committee's intention to broaden the base of Library Associates activities by
extending membership to anyone who is interested in any activity of the
University Library. He suggested eight approaches to increasing membership
and moved that the Development Office be consulted on preparing a profile
of potential members. The motion was seconded and carried.
Mr. Lake reported for the Finance Committee in the absence of its
chairman, Mr. Allan B. Coughlin. The Committee recommends the
distribution of membership cards, an approach to membership increase
through the Program Committee, access to the Library for members, a
"friends of reading" group, the possibility of Library Associates working with
the University's Development Office, a book exchange or sale, possible
advertising in the Courier, fringe benefits for Library Associates members and
an annual fund raising project other than the membership drive.
Mr. Lake presented the Chairman's report, thanking Chancellor and Mrs.
Corbally for the delightful dinner party in their home the evening preceding
the meeting. He suggested that Library Associates should be interested not
only in bibliographic matters but in libraries in general as well as the arts,
fIlms and recordings. He welcomed suggestions for speakers and asked that
the Board members attempt personally to interest others in Library
Associates. He asked for recommendations of two candidates to fill vacancies
on the Board of Trustees and announced that he is planning a meeting with
Mrs. Auchincloss and Mrs. Wertheimer on local and regional recruitment.
Dr. Applegate read a letter of resignation from Mrs. Olive Bishop Price
and recommended the following for life membership in Library Associates:
Mary H. Marshall, John S. Mayfield, Elizabeth S. Newlove, Frank P. Piskor,
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William P. Tolley and Lester G. Wells. Mr. Fraser moved the life memberships
and the motion was seconded and carried.
Dr. Applegate reported on the first Library Colloquium that has been
held since Library Associates became one of the sponsoring organizations. A
member of Library Associates is needed on the Colloquium Committee and
Mr. Lake asked Mrs. Hayward to serve in that capacity.
The results of the mail ballot on constitutional changes were announced
by Dr. Applegate: 3S positive, 0 negative and 9 not heard from.
Dr. Applegate also announced that Miss Ruth Salisbury of the
University of Pittsburgh Libraries has been appointed the new Rare Book
Librarian, assuming her duties in Syracuse on December 1, 1970.
The cost of maintaining Library Associates was discussed and Dr.
Applegate indicated that a permanent staff will be required by the next fiscal
year.
Announcement was made that the next meeting of the Board of
Trustees of Library Associates would be held on January 13, 1971, an all-day
meeting at Lubin House in New York City. The Spring meeting will be held in
Syracuse on Thursday and Friday, April 29 and 30.
Executive Committee Appointments
The Executive Committee has reappointed Mr. Chester Soling, formerly
chairman of the Membership Committee, to the Finance Committee and has
named Mrs. J. Howland Auchincloss chairman of the Membership Committee.
Mr. John Beach, Mrs. Antje Lemke and Mrs. Albert Wertheimer have been
added to the Executive Committee.
Library Colloquia
The first two Library Colloquia to be sponsored by Library Associates
with the Syracuse University Library and the School of Library Science were
held on October 29 and December 3 in the University's Women's Building.
Dr. Ferdinand F. Leimkuhler, Professor in the School of Industrial
Engineering, Purdue University, opened the series in October with an address
on "Operations Research in Libraries." In December Miss Jean Coleman,
Library Administrator, Central Brooklyn Model Cities, Bookmobile Service
Trust spoke on the subject "Special Bookmobile Service in the Inner City:
Directions in Brooklyn, N. Y."
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Through 1971
JOHN BRICK
Alexandria, Va.
RICHARD G. CASE
Cazenovia, N. Y.
ALLAN B. COUGHLIN
Fayetteville, N. Y.
EDWARD C. FALES
Salisbury, N. H.
RONALD GOLDFARB
Alexandria, Va.

RAYMOND A. HUST
Syracuse, N. Y.
WARREN B. MURPHY
Manlius, N. Y.
ROBERT PHILLIPS
Katonah, N. Y.
MRS. MILES E. ROBERTSON
Oneida, N. Y.
MRS. LOUIS E. SHECTER
Baltimore, Md.

Through 1972
MRS. J. HOWLAND AUCHINCLOSS
Syracuse, N. Y.
W. CARROLL COYNE
Fayetteville, N. Y.
SOL FEINSTONE
Washington Crossing, Pa.
DAVID A. FRASER
Syracuse, N. Y.
BENJAMIN J. LAKE
Cazenovia, N. Y.
RALPH WALKER
Chappaqua, N. Y.

FRANK C. LOVE
Syracuse, N. Y.
JOHN S. MAYFIELD
Syracuse, N. Y.
MURRAY M. SALZBERG
Flushing, N. Y.
CHESTER SOLING
New York City, N. Y.
MRS. LYMAN C. SPIRE
Fayetteville, N. Y.

Through 1973
CLYDE O. JONES
R. WAYNE ARCHER
Storrs, Conn.
Syracuse, N. Y.
MRS. ANTJE LEMKE
JOHN BEACH
Syracuse, N. Y.
Syracuse, N. Y.
WILLIAM G. PEACHER
MRS. CHARLES P. BUCHANAN
Syracuse, N. Y.
New York City, N. Y.
JOHN VASSOS
STANLEY CAMPION
Norwalk, Conn.
Fayetteville, N. Y.
MELVIN J. WEIG
LURELLE GUILD
Morristown, N. J.
Darien, Conn.
MRS. ALBERT WERTHEIMER
Syracuse, N. Y.
Ex Officio
CHANCELLOR JOHN E. CORBALLY, JR.
ACTING PROVOST RALPH A. GALBRAITH
HOWARD L. APPLEGATE, Executive Secretary
WARREN N. BOES, Director of Libraries
Advisory Council
RALPH ECKBERG, Pittsford, N. Y.; CHARLES E. FEINBERG, Detroit, Mich.; MARY
H. MARSHALL, Syracuse, N. Y.; DONALD T. POMEROY, Syracuse, N. Y.; ELMER G.
QUIN, Rochester, N. Y.; CLIFFORD N. STRAIT, Canandaigua, N. Y.; NORMAN H.
STROUSE, St. Helena, Calif.; FRANCIS A. WINGATE, Syracuse, N. Y.; MRS.
LAWRENCE WITHERILL, Syracuse, N. Y.

